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Apple MacOSX Lion és del 2011

Multilingual support

There are 38 system languages available in macOS for the user at the moment of installation; the 
system language is used throughout the entire operating system environment.[7] Input methods for
typing in dozens of scripts can be chosen independently of the system language.[149] Recent 
updates have added increased support for Chinese characters and interconnections with popular 
social networks in China.

https://web.archive.org/web/20110623030050/http://www.apple.com/macosx/whats-
new/features.html (2011)

International voices

VoiceOver in OS X Lion includes built-in voices that speak 23 languages: Chinese (Hong Kong), 
Chinese (China), Chinese (Taiwan), Danish, Dutch, English (U.S.), English (UK), English 
(Australia), Finnish, French (France), French (Canada), German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese (Brazil), Portuguese (Portugal), Russian, Spanish (Spain), Spanish 
(Mexico), and Swedish.

Set up your Mac in any language

Lion supports 23 different languages in VoiceOver, so you can set up your Mac in almost any 
language.

New system languages

Lion is available in Arabic, Czech, Turkish, and Hungarian.

Vertical text

Lion supports displaying and typing vertical text used by the Japanese and Chinese languages.

Expanded language support

Twenty new font families for document and web display of text provide support for the most 
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common languages in the Indian subcontinent, including Bengali, Kannada, Malayalam, Oriya, 
Sinhala, and Telugu. Devanagari, Gujarati, Gurmukhi, Urdu, and Tamil have been expanded. And 
three new font families support Lao, Khmer, and Myanmar.
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